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Abstract: TRIGRS revealed the responses of the total pressure heads and factors of safety with a depth
change under a rainfall infiltration occurring on the Daniao tribe’s hill. The depth distribution of the
collapsed zone could be identified under the condition where the factors of safety Fs = 1, and the
results could calculate the area and volume. Afterward, DEBRIS-2D used TRIGRS’s results to assess
the hazard zone of the subsequent debris flow motion. In this study, the DTM variation analysis
results from both of before and after the Daniao tribe’s landslide are used to validate TRIGRS’s
simulation, the area and the volume of the collapse zone within 8% and 23% errors, respectively.
The real disaster range was depicted from the aerial photo used to validate the hazard zone simulation
of DEBRIS-2D within 25% errors. In spite of that, the hazard zone from the simulation still included
the real disaster range. The combining method for a rainfall infiltration induced a shallow landslide
and subsequent debris flow, which was well-matched on a real disaster range on the Daniao tribe’s
hill. Therefore, we believe that the TRIGRS and DEBRIS-2D combining methods would provide a
better solution for an assessment of a rainfall infiltration inducing shallow landslide and subsequent
debris flow motion. TRIGRS could, therefore, provide the area and depth distribution of the collapsed
zone, and DEBRIS-2D could use TRIGRS’s results for subsequent debris flow hazard assessment.
Furthermore, these results would be of great help in the management of slope disaster prevention.
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1. Introduction

Many physical models have been developed for a field debris flow hazard assessment over the past
20 years. O’Brien and Julien [1] used a quadratic rheological model to simulate a high concentration
flow and developed a 2-D finite difference model, FLO-2D. The application of FLO-2D in the field
hazard assessment of debris flow or flooding is still widely published in many studies. DEBRIS-2D is
another physical model that was originally developed by Liu and Huang [2]. This model adopted a
depth integral form of conservation law under a long wave approximation in the plug flow region,
which was verified by a 1-D analysis solution, laboratory testing and a field case. DEBRIS-2D is one of
the models that shows a rare application, where the computed hazard zoning was performed well
before the occurrence of the debris flow event in Taiwan [3]. As these models are becoming more
complete, there have been more works of literature that show the results of real debris flow hazard
zones, and have matched the predictions quite well. Nevertheless, although the numerical simulation
is considered a better approach, the challenges for real engineering projects lie in the uncertainties of
the input data. The choice of the input variables, such as the total volume of the debris flow and the
location of distribution, are still the most difficult tasks in these simulations.
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Piccarreta et al. [4] have used data from 55 precipitation stations with complete daily time series
during the period 1951–2010 and analyzed the changes in precipitation extremes for the Basilicata
region in southern Italy. In Basilicata, the increase in intensity/frequency of multi-days extreme events
has led to the growth of severe flooding and landslide events. It is recognized that extreme rainfall is
one of major reasons that causes a landslide. One of the major results of recent studies is the definition
of empirical rainfall thresholds. Lazzari et al. [5] have used a variety of information sources and
investigated the role of antecedent rainfall. The study listed 97 rainfalls triggering landslide events
and established information about landslide locations, landslide periods, rainfall duration and rainfall
intensity using the statistics. Lazzari and Piccarreta [6] have presented a landslide disaster event
triggered by extreme rainfall that occurred in Montescaglioso, southern Italy. The heavy rains and
floods caused a powerful and spectacular landslide event because of the anthropic removal of the
old drainage network. Lazzari et al. [7] have explored the role of antecedent soil moisture on the
critical rainfall intensity-duration thresholds highlighting its critical impact. This study was carried
out using a record of 326 landslides that occurred in the last 18 years in the Basilicata region, Southern
Italy. Besides the rainstorm intensity and duration, the study also derived the antecedent moisture
conditions using a parsimonious hydrological model.

The rainfall-infiltration is one of the major reasons for triggering a landslide or a debris flow.
Collins and Znidarcic [8] have provided a procedural method concerning the effects of both negative
and positive pore water pressures when rainfall-induced a slope failure on the stability of initially
unsaturated slopes. The formulation was used to predict the factor of safety change for a slope subject
to infiltration, and serves as a baseline analysis method for evaluating potentially unstable soil slopes
that are subject to surface infiltration and explains the various triggering mechanisms that may occur
based on individual combinations of the slope geometry, soil strength, and infiltration parameters.
Conte and Tronconea [9] have combined an analytical solution to evaluate the change in pore water
pressure due to rainfall infiltration and could be useful for an analysis of shallow landslides that are
triggered by rainfall infiltration in unsaturated soil. The study by Conte et al. [10] is based on a simple
sliding block model and proposes a preliminary evaluation of landslide mobility. The study directly
relates landslide movements to rain recordings and provides an evaluation of landslide mobility on
the basis of groundwater level measurements. This study allows future displacement scenarios to be
predicted from expected rainfall scenarios. As rainfall infiltrates a hill, the water content increases in
the soil and results in the groundwater table rising. It is generally recognized that rainfall-infiltration
induced landslides are caused by increased pore pressures and seepage forces. Alonso et al. [11] have
analyzed the behavior of an instrumented unstable slope in a profile of weathered, over consolidated
clay. The study integrated the field investigation data and laboratory tests, coupled with the hydro
mechanical model of the slope, which were used to compute slope deformations and the variation
of safety with time. The study through the actual rainfall records and comparison of measurements
and calculations illustrates the nature of the slope instability and the complex relationships between
mechanical and hydraulic factors. Conte and Troncone [12] based their study on the infinite slope
model and take advantage of an analytical solution to evaluate the changes in pore pressure at the
potential failure surface directly from the pore pressure measurements at a piezometer that is installed
above this surface. This study proposed the stability analysis of clayey slopes subjected to pore
pressure changes. Conte and Troncone [13] based their study on some analytical expressions that
relate rain to the groundwater regime as modified by the trenches, and a sliding rigid block model
for an evaluation of landslide movements. This method can be used for predicting the effects of
the drains on the mobility of the landslides characterized by a length much greater than the depth
of the sliding surface, and the evidence shows that the deformations are essentially concentrated
within a distinct shear zone located at the base of the unstable soil mass. The result could be used
when evident synchronism between precipitation and groundwater level changes is observed, as it
often occurs owing to the presence of ground fissures, cracks, and preferential drainage pathways
through which water rapidly seeps into the slope. There are many studies that have explained a large
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reduction of shear strength due to liquefaction or semi-liquefaction and induced the soil liquefaction
or failure; a major effect that results from slope failure is that pore pressure increases and makes the
soil’s effective stress decrease [14]. Ali et al. [15] have revealed the influence of the spatial variability of
the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the nature of triggering mechanisms on the infinite slope and
assessed the risk of rainfall inducing landslides. The results showed that a slope failure would occur
due to a generation of positive pore water pressure, and the length of the slope is a parameter with
maximal risk from the spatial correlation analysis. Conte et al. [16] have analyzed a landslide that
occurred at Maierato (Calabria, Southern Italy) after a long period of rainfall. This analysis is based on
the field investigated data after the landslide and accounted for the strain softening behavior of the
soil. The results showed the Maierato landslide reactivation was caused by a significant increase in
groundwater level.

TRIGRS is a well-known model designed for modeling the potential occurrences of shallow
landslides by incorporating the transient pressure response to rainfall and downward infiltration
processes [17,18]. The infiltration modules of TRIGRS are based on Iverson’s [14] linearized solution of
Richard’s equation for a case of surface fluxes within time-varying and variable intensities. Because the
infiltration models apply to saturated initial conditions and the flow is in the linear range of Darcy’s law,
the hydraulic diffusivity is approximately constant. The TRIGRS model was used for the assessment of
a rainfall infiltration induced large range landslide, which has been widely published in many works of
literature. However, the works without this model usually demonstrate the subsequent motion of the
collapsed mass. As a hill collapse occurs, the collapsed mass mixes with enough water and becomes
a debris flow that moves downslope. Many researchers have used this coupled methodology into
a debris flow mobilization from a shallow landslide in recent years. Chiang et al. [19] have combined
a landslide susceptibility model in landslide predicting, an empirical model to select debris flow
initiation points among predicted landslide area and a debris flow model to simulate the spread and
inundated region of failed materials from the identified source areas. Hsu et al. [20] have integrated
the HSPF, TRIGRS and FLO-2D models for predicting soil erosion and shallow landslide and debris
flow spreading. Gomes et al. [21] have combined two physical models of SHALSTAB and FLO-2D to
model debris flow spreading area. Wang et al. [22] have combined the limit equilibrium theorem and
2-D depth integral model to assess landslide and the debris flow process. Although these coupled
methodologies have provided a solution for the debris flow from rainfall infiltration induced shallow
landslide, these results were impossible to realize for a large scale hazard zone and usually weakly
validated for such larger scale disasters. This is because the geographical data is available, but never in
high precision, and the validated data is always difficult to obtain. Therefore, this is one of the reasons
that we need to consider more precision on a smaller scale and must validate the physical process from
landslide prediction and debris flow simulation combining model.

This study combines the TRIGRS and DEBRIS-2D models into a simulation of a rainfall infiltration
induced landslide and subsequent debris flow motion. TRIGRS is a model well known for estimating
a collapse region from rainfall infiltration but without an appearance of subsequent motion. DEBRIS-2D
has many successful applications in the hazard zone simulation of debris flow but needs the inputs of
the depth distribution and the volume of a collapsed zone. Therefore, the TRIGRS model is used to
estimate unstable mass on the hill and provide the collapsed depth distribution and initial volume for
the debris flow simulation, and DEBRIS-2D is applied to simulate the subsequent motion of collapsed
mass and assess the hazard zone. The combining model will use a simulation of a real case of a rainfall
infiltration induced shallow landslide and debris flow during the Typhoon Morakot on the Daniao
tribe’s hill in eastern Taiwan. Next, the detail data of investigation after the disaster of Daniao tribe
will be used for the inputs provided and for validation of the simulation.
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2. Environment Information and TRIGRS Inputs

2.1. Description of Environment

During August 2009, Typhoon Morakot struck Taiwan and caused a considerable sediment
disaster in the Daniao stream watershed of Taitung. A shallow landslide and debris flow from rainfall
infiltration inducing occurred on the upstream watershed of the Daniao tribe, which was named
Taitung DF097. The 2 m × 2 m grid Digital Terrain Model (DTM), before the disaster, applied to the
topographic analysis, whose area approximately equaled 52.38 ha; the elevation was distributed from
60 m to 480 m, the slope was distributed from 0◦ to 52.8◦, and the two major directions of the slope
pointed to East and East-South. The aerial picture of the disaster is shown in Figure 1. The investigated
results of the hazard zone appeared in existing outcrops, and the crushed materials were distributed
on both sides. The volume of the hillside collapse exceeded 300,000 m3 and the watershed of almost
14.85 ha was buried [23].
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Figure 1. Aerial photo of a sediment disaster on the Daniao tribe in eastern Taiwan.

2.2. Geological Properties

The 10 boreholes were drilled to understand the geological characteristics of the collapsed zone,
whose soil samples were taken from the split tube samplers, and all of the samples were subjected
to a soil properties test in a laboratory. The drilled results had two stratums that exist underground,
and whose constructions were inhomogeneous. The geological profile is shown in Figure 2, and the
geological characteristics of the collapsed region are shown in Table 1. According to the fundamentals
of the Plasticity Chart from Casagrande, the soil type of the collapsed zone could be classified as part
of the inorganic clays of low plasticity soil (CL-ML).

Table 1. Geological Characteristics of the Daniao Tribe’s Landslide.

Soil Layer Distributed
Depth (m)

Material
Constituted

SPT
Number

(N)

Unit
Weight

(ton/m3)

Water
Content

(%)

Porosity
Ratio

Liquid
Limit LL

(%)

Plasticity
Index PI

(%)

Brown clastic rock,
concrete, gray sand

backfill layer

From 0.00 m
to 12.65 m

underground

Collapse,
Backfill layer

8–>100 2.11–2.28 6.7–12.7 0.26–0.43 17.2–19.2 6.8–8.7
Average

62.2
Average

2.21
Average

8.9
Average

0.32
Average

18.5
Average

8

Brown, gray, black
and gray broken slate,

shear gouge, and
rust-strained quartz

From 0.75 m
to 50 m

underground

Broken Slate
50–>100 1.86–2.20 8.5–9.8 0.31–0.57 17.6–19.5 6.8–9.5
Average

69.0
Average

2.03
Average

9.0
Average

0.45
Average

18.4
Average

8
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Figure 2. The geological profile of the collapsed region on the upstream of Daniao tribe.

2.3. Short Term Water Table Monitoring

The boreholes were also used for the short term monitoring of water tables from 1 July 2010 to 30
September 2010, as shown in Figure 3. In the absence of rainfall, the collapsed zone, borehole BH-3
monitoring results are shown in the water tables around the landslide, which are almost preserved
statically at 4.56 m underground. The water table starts to rise when a rainfall in excess 15.5 mm/h
occurs. A weekly rainfall occurred from 12 July 2010 to 29 July 2010, and the water tables raised to
2.86 m underground. Next, a maximal rainfall of 63 mm/h occurred at 08:00 on 8 September 2010,
and the water tables showed the maximum values of 0.49 m underground.
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Figure 3. A short term monitoring of water tables from 1 July 2010 to 30 September 2010.

2.4. Model Inputs

The environmental information all comes from the model inputs, where topographic data are from
2 m × 2 m DTM analysis results; the hyetograph is from Typhoon Morakot rainfall record, and we set
the initial infiltration rate Iz = 0 because an infiltration is ignored before a rainfall occurs. The friction
angle is selected at a minimal value of inorganic clays in low plasticity soil equal to 18◦ [24] and the
cohesive value is 22 kPa [25]; the hydraulic conductivity of silty clay loam is Ks = 2.382 × 10−7 m/s [26];
the diffusivity value using D0 = 4.764 × 10−5 m2/s is about 200 times of the saturated hydraulic
conductivity Ks [27]; the geological parameters are all taken from Table 1. According to the results of
that boreholes, the maximal failure depth set 12.65 m underground is equal to the first stratum depth,
and the initial water table is from the BH-3 monitoring result, which equals 4.56 m underground.

3. Analysis of Rainfall Infiltration Induced Shallow Landslide

3.1. Rainfall Infiltration

The variable Iz means an infiltration rate; P means the rainfall intensity, RU means the upstream
runoff, RD means downstream runoff, and KS means the hydraulic conductivity of soil in saturation.
The rainfall infiltration modules of TRIGRS [17,18] have shown that the rainfall would completely
infiltrate under a P + RU < KS condition, the infiltration rate Iz = P + RU, and without downstream
runoff, RD occurs under this condition. Then, the infiltration rate Iz = KS under P + RU > KS condition,
and the downstream runoff RD = P + RU –KS would occur. In this study, rainfall infiltration induced a
shallow landslide and debris flow case for the Daniao tribe, and Typhoon Morakot produced heavy
rainfall from 09:00 7 August 2009 to 03:00 10 August 2009. The rainstorm accumulated 758 mm in
62 h, and the maximal rainfall intensity reached 45.5 mm/h at 06:00 7 August 2009. The rainstorm
accumulation reached 740.5 mm at 15:00 8 August 2009 and induced considerable landslides and
debris flow [28]. Because of the Typhoon Morakot’s heavy rainfall, the intensity of the rainfall P was
smaller than hydraulic conductivity KS, which only appeared at 1, 3, 5, 8, 59 and 60 h, and the rainfall
intensity was all greater than the hydraulic conductivity KS at other times. The hyetography of rainfall
infiltration analysis during Typhoon Morakot Struck appears in Figure 4.
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3.2. Total Pressure Head Response

The TRIGRS model considers the ground surface boundary with an infiltration rate and a finite
depth Zmax as an impermeable boundary, and based on the linear solution of the Richard Equation by
Iverson [14], we found a groundwater head ϕ expressed in Equation (1) [17,18]:

ϕ(Z, t) = [Z− d]β+ 2
N∑

n=1

Inz
Kz

H(t− tn)[D1(t− tn)]
1
2
∞∑

m=1


ier f c

[
(2m−1)dLZ−(dLZ−Z)

2[D1(t−tn)]
1/2

]
+ier f c

[
(2m−1)dLZ+(dLZ−Z)

2[D1(t−tn)]
1/2

]


−2
N∑
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Inz
Kz
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1
2
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m=1


ier f c

[
(2m−1)dLZ−(dLZ−Z)

2[D1(t−tn+1)]
1/2

]
+ier f c

[
(2m−1)dLZ+(dLZ−Z)

2[D1(t−tn+1)]
1/2

] 
(1)

where the first term of the right hand side of Equation (1) means the steady parts, and whose remaining
parts represent the transient parts. The equation is used to estimate the water table from a rainfall
infiltration, and the equation applies where hydraulic properties are uniform. t is the time variable,
Z = z/cos θ is a special variable in vertical coordinate direction (where z is a special variable in slope
normal coordinate direction, which means a failure depth on an incline plane), d is an initial depth of
the water table measured in Z direction in steady state, dLZ means the depth of an impermeable basal
boundary measured in the Z direction, β = λ cos θ, where λ = cos θ – (Iz/Kz)LT, and in which Kz is a
hydraulic conductivity in the Z direction and Iz is an initial surface flux, Inz is a surface flux of a given
intensity in nth time interval, D1 = D0 cos 2θ (where D0 is the saturated hydraulic diffusivity), a script
LT means long term, a script N means total number interval, a form of H(t – tn) is Heavy side function,
and a form of the function ierfc means:

ier f c(η) =
1
√
π

exp(−η2) − µer f c(η). (2)
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The TRIGRS model is employed as an assessment of the rainfall infiltration that induced a shallow
landslide on the Daniao tribe’s hillslope when Typhoon Morakot struck. Figure 5a–e shows the total
pressure head change in 1, 3, 7, 12, 24, 36, 45, 54, and 62 h as the slope θ = 17.7◦, 22◦, 32◦, 42◦, and 52◦,
respectively. Because Inz/KZ = 0 before a rainfall occurs, Equation (1) appears as ϕ = (Z − d) cos2θ,
and the total pressure head of groundwater almost maintains a steady state. As a rainfall infiltration
has begun to occur, the steady state almost maintains itself until a time equal to 1 h, and the total
pressure head is almost similar to a hydrostatic distribution (see the orange color lines in Figure 5a–e).
Subsequently, a rainfall infiltration occurs in Inz/KZ > 0, and the β and transient terms of Equation (1)
will increase. Therefore, the rainfall infiltration leading to the suction pressure head tends to be smaller
in unsaturated regions of soil, and the water table tends to rise (see Figure 5a–e. The phenomena
implies that the water content of soil tends to saturate.
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Figure 5a shows a total pressure head change significantly increasing as a rainfall infiltration
occurs as the slope θ = 17.7◦. The total pressure head increased from 0 m to 0.9 m at location Z = 4.56 m
(the position of the initial water table), the suction pressure head changed from −3.84 m to −0.62 m
at location Z = 0.01 m (near the ground surface), and the groundwater table (the free surface of
groundwater) significantly raised from 4.56 m to 2.73 m underground. Figure 5b shows that an
analogous total pressure head change occurred at θ = 22◦. The total pressure head increased from
0 m to 0.93 m at a location Z = 4.56 m, the suction pressure head changed from −3.62 m to −0.66 m
at location Z = 0.01 m, and the groundwater table almost raised from 4.56 m to 2.07 m underground.
Comparing both results of Figure 5a,b shows the total pressure head and the water table with higher
responses in the more steep zone of the hillside.

Figure 5c–e shows the total pressure head change as rainfall infiltration occur at the slope θ = 32◦,
42◦, and 52◦, respectively. These results have shown that the suction pressure heads gradually reduce
and the water tables gradually raise to the ground surface. At a location Z = 0.01, suction pressure
heads changed from −2.96 m to 0 m as θ = 32◦, from −2.15 m to 0 m as θ = 42◦ and from −1.28 m to
0 m as θ = 52◦. At locations θ = 32◦, 42◦ and 52◦, the groundwater tables respectively raised to the
ground surface at 45 h, 36 h, and 24 h, and the suction pressure heads dissipated at the same time.

3.3. Safety Factor Response

The TRIGRS model considers a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system with its origin at an
arbitrary point on the ground. The x points to the down slope, the y points to tangents the topographic
contour, and z normal points to x − y plane, which points into the slope. The model was adopted
to an infinite-slope stability analysis model by Iverson [14], where φ is a friction angle, θ is a slope
angle, C is the cohesion of soil, γw means a unit weight of water, γS is a unit weight of soil, and ϕ is a
groundwater pressure head. FS expresses the failure of the infinite slope, which is characterized by the
ratio of resisting basal Coulomb friction to gravitationally induced downslope basal driving stress and
called the factor of safety is shown in Equation (3) [17,18]. As the rainfall infiltration (Inz/KZ > 0) would
cause the total pressure head of groundwater ϕ to rise, and the hill would tend to be unstable (FS < 1).

FS =
tanφ
tanθ

+
C− γwϕ(Z, t) tanφ
γsZ sinθ cosθ

. (3)

The TRIGRS model is applied to an assessment of the rainfall infiltration that induced a shallow
landslide on the Daniao tribe’s hillslope during Typhoon Morakot struck. Figure 6 shows the value
of the safety factors that changed in 1, 3, 7, 12, 24, 36, 45, 54, and 62 h, where θ = 17.7◦, 22◦, 32◦, 42◦,
and 52◦. The value of the safety factors would reduce with rainfall infiltration. This phenomena
implied the hillside would tend to unstable. Figure 6a shows a factor of safety FS changed at θ = 17.7◦

due to a rainfall infiltration, where the safety factor were all maintained in FS > 1 during a rainfall
infiltration, the result implied that the hillslope were all maintained in a stable state where the slopes
satisfied the θ ≤ 17.7◦ condition. The collapse occurred where the slopes satisfied θ > 17.7◦ condition,
and where the depths were reduced as the slopes increased on the zone that satisfied the θ ≤ 45◦

condition, but an inverse result occurred as the slope’s θ > 45◦. This is because the driving force’s term
included a tan θ function (the denominator of Equation (3)). This result implied that the driving force
would increase where the slope satisfied θ ≤ 45◦, but would reduce where the slope satisfied θ > 45◦.
Figure 6b–e shows that the factors of safety changed due to a rainfall infiltration at θ = 22◦, 32◦, 42◦,
and 52◦, and the collapse (FS < 1) occurred at depths that were greater than 8.22 m, 4.09 m, 2.55 m,
and 5.68 m, respectively. The results demonstrate such phenomena, too.
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3.4. Validation of Potential Collapse Zone

The Taitung branch office of the Soil and Water Conservation Bureau in Taiwan [23] has a
record about the difference of the DTM analysis results between before and after the Daniao tribe’s
landslide due to Typhoon Morakot, and this information is used to validate the result from the
TRIGRS simulation. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the collapse zones, both from the DTM analysis
and TRIGRS simulation.

The DTM difference analysis results reveal the terrain with an increase or reduction. The terrain
increase range is represented by the green colored block in Figure 7, which is a deposited zone of
the landslide. The deposited area equals 26,096 m2, and the deposited volume equals 93,574 m3.
The collapsed zone is the region with terrain reduction, whose range is where a yellow color line is
included in Figure 7. The collapse area equals 77,969 m2 and the collapsed volume equals 319,875 m3

(without including the deposited zone).
The results of the TRIGRS simulation have revealed the relationships of the total pressure head

changes and the factor of safety change with depth. In this study, a threshold condition Fs = 1 is applied
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to identify the collapsed zone from the simulated TRIGRS results. The collapsed area from TRIGRS’s
result with 71,672 m2 is represented by the blue colored block in Figure 7, whose distributions of
depth and slope on the collapsed zone are shown in Figure 8a,b, respectively. Therefore, the depth
distribution and area of the collapse zone used to calculate the collapsed volume is 391,894 m3 (without
including the deposited zone). Therefore, the TRIGRS simulated results are shown with 8% errors for
the collapsed area and 23% errors for the collapse volume, compared to the DTM analysis results.
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4. Analysis of Subsequent Motion of Collapsed Mass

4.1. Debris Flow Spreading Model and Inputs

The hillside collapsed when factors of safety FS < 1; then, the collapsed mass mixed with enough
water and became a debris flow that moved to a downslope. A physical model, DEBRIS-2D, is used to
analyze the subsequent motion of the collapsed mass. The DEBRIS-2D model is an adopted depth
integral form of the conservation law under long wave approximation in the plug flow region, which
was originally developed by Liu and Huang [2]. DEBRIS-2D has an inclined coordinate system, where
x coincides with the flow direction, y tangents to a topographical contour direction and z is normal
at the x − y plane and points to the depth direction. The velocity components in the x, y directions
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are u and v respectively, θ is the inclined angle, τ0 is the yield stress, and H = h − B is the flow depth
(where h is the free surface and B is the natural bottom of the debris flow). The momentum equations,
in conservative form, are shown in Equations (4) and (5), and the continuity equation is shown in
Equation (6).

∂uH
∂t

+
∂u2H
∂x

+
∂uvH
∂y

= −g cosθH
∂(B + H)

∂x
+ g sinθH −

1
ρ

τ0u
√

u2 + v2
, (4)

∂vH
∂t

+
∂uvH
∂x

+
∂v2H
∂y

= −g cosθH
∂(B + H)

∂y
−

1
ρ

τ0v
√

u2 + v2
, (5)

∂H
∂t

+
∂uH
∂x

+
∂vH
∂y

= 0, (6)

In this study, the DEBRIS-2D model is employed as an assessment of the subsequent motion of
the collapsed mass on the upstream of the Daniao tribe. The grid size used was 2 m × 2 m DTM for
numerical computation and the time step was established as 0.04 s. The initial velocities when a hillside
just fails were u = 0 and v = 0. The TRIGRS result provided the initial volume as 528,063 m3, and the
initial depth H distributed on the upstream of Daniao tribe as in Figure 5a. The three unknowns H, u,
and v could be solved from three independent Equations (4)–(6).

4.2. Description of Debris Flow Motion

The DEBRIS-2D results show the distributions of velocity and depth as debris flow motion at
10 s and 3, 6, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 min, which are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The final
deposition of debris flow occurred at 1840 s, as shown in Figure 11. The eight specific points on a
valley (see Figure 11, points P1 to P8) are used to record the velocity and depth change as debris flow
spreads. The debris flow velocities that changed with time are shown in Figure 12, and the depths that
changed with time are shown in Figure 13.

The P1 is located on the upstream of the master check dam (see Figure 11, P1 position).
The Debris flow arrives at P1 almost at 28 s and the depth rapidly accumulates. The debris flow depth
accumulated to 6.2 m with a velocity that equaled 1.9 m/s at 49 s, and over the check-dam flow to a
downstream. The debris flow reached maximal velocity 3.0 m/s as time equaled 67 s and appeared
to rapidly reduce afterward (see Figure 12, P1 line), and the depth of debris flow accumulated to a
maximum of 14.2 m at 90 s (see Figure 13, P1 line). Figures 9b and 10b show the distributions of
velocity and depth as debris flowed over the check dam at 180 s (equal to 3 min). At the P1 position,
because of the contraction of the terrain and the countercheck of the dam, the debris flow almost
stopped after 1500 s (equal to 25 min) (see Figure 9g,h) and the depth almost remained at 6 m (see
Figure 10g,h)

The P2 is located between the master check-dam and minor-check dam (see Figure 11, P2 position).
The debris flow arrived at P2 at a time equal to 53 s, and the debris flow crossed the minor check-dam
with a flow velocity of 0.40 m/s and a flow depth of 8.2 m at 86 s, then flowed to the downstream.
The debris flow reached a maximal depth of 14.3 m, which occurred at 132 s (see Figure 13, P2 line),
and a maximal velocity of 1.43 m/s occurred at 139 s (see Figure 12, P2 line). The velocity of the
debris flow was almost smaller than 0.01 m/s (see Figure 12, P2 line), and the depth remained at 8.3 m
(see Figure 13, P2 line), which occurred at 672 s and the motion almost stopped. Figures 9b–d and 10b–d
show the distributions of velocities and depths of the process.

The P3 is located at a gap in the midstream valley (see Figure 11, P3 position). The bend collapsed
mass accumulated with 5.6 m in the P3 position, whose mass start motion has a velocity of 0.71 m/s
and flowed to the downstream, with a flow velocity smaller than 0.01 m/s after 34 s (see Figure 12,
P3 line), and the depth almost remained at 6.6 m until the time equaled 113 s (see Figure 13, P3 line).
Afterward, the upstream debris flow arrived at the P3 position (see Figures 9c and 10c, and the flow
velocity rapidly rose to a maximal velocity of 1.58 m/s at 160 s (see Figure 12, P3 line), and the flow
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depth rapidly increased to a maximal depth 14.7 m at 191 s (see Figure 13, P3 line). The flow velocity
reduced, then, to 0.01 m/s at a time equal to 850 s, the debris flow tended to stop (see Figure 12, P3 line),
and the depth reduced from 8.5 m to 7.3 m (see Figure 13, P3 line and Figure 10e–h).
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The P4 is located on the upstream of the valley mouth (see Figure 11, P4 position). Two components
of the debris flow have crossed the P4 position. The first component reaches the P4 position at 35 s and
with a velocity of 0.1 m/s and a depth of 1.4 m. The secondary component reaches the P4 position
at 129 s with a velocity 0.2 m/s and a depth 3.9 m (see Figures 12 and 13, P4 line). The flow velocity
rapidly rose to a maximal value of 1.89 m/s at 187 s, and respectively reduces to 1 m/s, 0.5 m/s, and
0.3 m/s as the time equaled to 375 s, 631 s, and 1064 s (see Figure 9d–f). Afterward, the velocity
reduced very slowly until the time equaled to 1840 s, and the flow velocity reduced from 0.3 to 0.21 m/s
(see Figure 9g,h). The depth of the debris flow rapidly increased to a maximal value of 12.4 m at 234 s
and reduced smaller than 9 m at 554 s (see Figure 10c,d). Afterward, the depth became sluggish until
the time equaled to 1840 s, and the flow depth reduced from 9 to 7.31 m (see Figure 10 e–h).

Locations P5 and P6 are located on the valley mouth (see Figure 11, P5 and P6 positions). The debris
flow crossed the P5 and P6 positions at 216 and 389 s, respectively. The flow velocity reached a
maximal value of 0.96 m/s at P5 at a time equal to 226 s (see Figure 12, P5 line), and 0.42 m/s at P6 at a
time equal to 399 s (see Figure 12, P6 line). At the P5 position, the flow depth rapidly accumulated
to a maximal depth of 9.97 m from 216 to 330 s, and then appeared to mildly reduce. The final
depth was almost maintained at 8 m (see Figure 13, P5 line). At the P6 position, the flow depth
rapidly accumulated to 8.40 m from 389 to 602 s; then, the flow depth was maintained and gently
accumulated to a maximal value of 9.34 m at 1840 s (see Figure 13, P6 line). Because the terrain became
broad, the debris flow fan started to become revealed (see Figure 10d–h), and the flow velocity abated
significantly (see Figure 9d–h). On the P5 and P6 positions, the flow velocities reduced smaller than
0.1 m/s, respectively, at 973 and 753 s, and the motion almost stopped.

The debris flow arrived at the Daniao tribe almost at 20 min (see Figure 9f), because the buildings
obstructed the debris flow attacks, the plug occurred at the upstream of the Daniao tribe, and the
depth accumulates almost at 8 to 10 m (see Figure 10f–h; Figure 11). Then, the debris flow overflowed
to both sides. The P7 and P8 are located on both sides of the Daniao tribe (see Figure 11, P7 and
P8 positions). Two components of the debris flow crossed P7. The first component came from the
upstream ditch, and the debris flow component arrived at P7 at 994 s (see Figures 10f and 12, P7 line).
The second component is the overflow from the upstream of the Daniao tribe, which almost occurred
at 20 to 25 min (see Figure 9f,g). The maximal velocity of debris flow of 0.23 m/s appeared at 1073 s
(see Figure 12, P7 line); the flow depth maintained accumulation ot the P7 position and the maximal
depth of 9.57 m occurred at 1840 s (see Figure 13, P7 line). Afterward, the velocity of the debris flow
reduced to 0.03 m/s and almost stopped (see Figure 12, P7 line). On the other side, the debris flow
stopped before arriving at the P8 position, and the upstream accumulation depth was almost 2 to 6 m
(see Figure 11).

4.3. Validation of Hazard Zone

The aerial photo after the Daniao tribe’s disaster and the investigated results would be used
to validate the simulated results from DEBRIS-2D. The interlaced line composed of red and yellow
colors was used to depict the disaster range from the aerial map and overlapped the DEBRIS-2D
simulated result (colored contours) for comparison, as shown in Figure 14. The depicted result shows
that the range of the debris flow of the disaster was 117,480 m2; the DEBRIS-2D result appeared in the
hazard zone with 146,316 m2 and with a 25% positive error relative to the real hazard zone. In spite of
that, the hazard zone from the DEBRIS-2D simulation could almost include the real disaster range.
Figure 15 shows a photo of the Daniao tribe’s debris flow fan, and we used the features of the landscape
in the photo as the scale for estimating the deposited depth of the debris flow. Roughly estimated,
the deposited depths were 10 m, 10 m, 7 m, and 7 m on the A, B, C, and D location, respectively (see
Figure 15). However, the DEBRIS-2D results are shown at 10 m, 10 m, 8 m and 6 m on the locations
(see Figure 14).
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5. Conclusions

This study combines the TRIGRS and DEBRIS-2D models to simulate rainfall infiltration inducing
a shallow landslide and the subsequent motion of debris flow. The combining model is applied to
a real disaster case analysis of the Daniao tribe hill, and all parameters input into the model were
obtained from field measurements and monitoring.

TRIGRS revealed that the total pressure head and safety factor changed according to rainfall
infiltration, and show that the free surface of groundwater gradually raises to the ground surface during
a rainfall infiltration. The phenomena implies that the water content of soil is gradually saturated.
At the same time, the suction pressure head in the unsaturated region dissipates, and the groundwater
pressure head increases. The changes of the safety factor processes show that the safety factor reduces.
The hillside collapse occurred when the safety factor reduced to Fs = 1, and the collapse zone and
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collapse depth were identified by the locations that would satisfy the condition Fs = 1. Therefore,
TRIGRS revealed the collapsed zone as well as failure depth distribution.

Afterward, DEBRIS-2D adopted the TRIGRS’s results for simulation of the subsequent motion of
debris flow and hazard zone assessment. In this study, we set up eight specific points on a valley to
measure velocity and depth of debris flow. The simulation showed that the debris flow appeared at a
higher speed on the steep region of a valley during the beginning of motion; as the debris flow crossed
the check dam or gaps in the upstream valley, the flow velocities reduced very significantly, and depth
accumulation occurred. Afterward, the debris flow ran out of the valley mouth, and the debris flow
spread to both sides. The flow velocities almost dissipated, and the debris flow fan formed. The hazard
zone simulation from DEBRIS-2D matches the actual disaster region well. However, DEBRIS-2D could
not reveal an actual situation where the check dam was destroyed by debris flow.

The area and volume of the collapse zone from the TRIGRS simulation within 8% and 23% errors
from a comparison of the DTM variation analysis of before and after a landslide. Further, the debris
flow hazard zone of DEBRIS-2D simulation was within 25% errors from the comparison of a disaster
aerial photo. The combining model applied to the simulation of a rainfall infiltration induced landslide
and, subsequently, the model was applied to the debris flow of Daniao tribe disaster case, a real
disaster range with a nearly 75% match. In spite of this match, the hazard zone from the simulation
still included a real disaster range, the simulated results that were well-matched with the real case of
the Daniao tribe.

Therefore, we believe that the combining method of the study would provide a better solution for
disaster assessment. Two contributions of our work are: (1) to identify the collapsed zone and map
the mapping of the hazard zone’s subsequent motion. (2) These results have potential application
in large range sediment disaster prediction and would be of great help in the management of slope
disaster prevention.
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